
2nd Semester 2016-17  
Woodland Art Curriculum Overview 

Young Fives and Kindergarten 
Teacher: Mrs. Emerson 

http://art.site.portageps.org/  
 

For information on extra-curricular opportunities available in the Kalamazoo 
area, please visit the PPS Art Department’s website (above) and click on 
Local Arts Organizations. 

 
 
3rd Quarter: 

We began the quarter with a review of cutting skills with a 
symmetrical stencil project. Creating your own stencils is a quick way to 
reproduce an original image.  

We’ve worked on problem-solving  and creative thinking with a couple 
of projects. First, we investigated the properties of small pieces of 
cardboard and found a variety of ways to stack them into tall towers. 
Controlling balance and seeking unique solutions to using materials can be 
challenging at this young age.  

We continued seeking new interpretations for materials by reading, 
Not a Stick. We had fun finding new uses for a popsicle stick.  

We formed clay castles and learned how to make successful clay 
attachments. Working with Play-Doh or modeling clay at home will help 
with future sculptures.  
 
4th Quarter: 

After watching a video about Claude Monet’s garden, we painted our 
interpretations of his garden. Following the completion of the paintings, we 
looked at the artwork of Monet. It was amazing to see how much these 
paintings resembled his work.  

Painting at home will help your child develop hand-eye coordination 
while it provides opportunities for sensory development and 
self-expression. We’ve used paint a lot this quarter so that students feel 
comfortable with the media. Please continue these explorations at home.  

We, also, learned how to use texture plates to color large areas. 
Texture plates are easy to make at home. Just draw patterns with lines and 
dots of Elmer’s glue on a piece of cardboard. When completely dry, you 
can place the texture plate under a paper and rub firmly with a crayon.* 

http://art.site.portageps.org/


 
All students: Improve your drawing skills by drawing every day this 
summer. Spend time looking at people, animals, and real objects. Slow 
down your pencil and draw only what you see. Don’t worry about how the 
finished drawing looks. It is more important to practice looking. Carry paper 
and pencils wherever you go so that you are always ready to draw 
something that interests you. Want to improve your memories of your 
summer activities? Try drawing! 
 
Find hobbies that help develop fine motor skills and problem-solving skills. 
Examples include: sewing, building models, making jewelry, playing with 
erector sets, knitting, weaving, building anything out of recycled materials, 
cutting paper, origami, etc. Playtime with materials that stimulate creativity 
equals learning time! 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
  



2nd Grade: 
3rd Quarter: 
We continued our review of cutting and gluing skills by making heart 
mobiles for Valentine’s Day. Please encourage practicing these skills at 
home. We learned about the art of embroidery by sewing on burlap with 
yarn laces. These are the embroidery stitches that we learned: running, 
satin, cross, chain, and eyelet. Additionally, we added buttons and beads to 
our embroidery and mastered the challenge of tying knots to hold these 
objects in place. Please provide sewing opportunities at home whenever 
possible. 
 
 
  



4th Grade: 
3rd Quarter: 
We’ve devoted 3rd quarter to the creation of an expressive paper mache 
mask. We learned how to use a face form to make the base of the mask. 
Layers of paper mache, when applied correctly, created a firm surface on 
which to build projections. Made from recycled materials, these projections 
were then covered with more layers of paper mache, completing the 
armature. Next, we added paint and embellishments that created 
movement, reflection, and texture. The creation of a doubloon is one 
method that students will use to present their artwork to their audience. We 
are turning all of our schoolmates into art collectors! 

 
 
  



5th Grade: 
3rd Quarter: 
We spent the quarter learning how to weave. This complex project required 
students to plan a design (the cartoon), weave more than one color on a 
vertical warp string, control quality by pulling the bubbles with just the right 
amount of tension, tie square knots, and reflect on their art meaning. 
Please encourage hobbies at home that increase small motor control and 
that challenge creativity. 
 
 


